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ROCKET ENGINE TRANSIENT SIMULATION
(ROCETS) SYSTEM
Developed Under MSFC Contract NAS8-36994
• System Developed To Model Steady-State and Transient
Performance of a Wide Variety of Rocket Engine Cycles
• System Has Been Expanded for Nuclear Thermal
Rocket (NTR) Concept Studies
ROCETS PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS COMPOSED
OF INTEGRATED COMPONENT MODELS
• Thermal-Fluid Component Models
• Component-by-Component
• Transient and Steady State
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, UNIQUE TO ROCETS
o Converts Fortran Psrsmater
Names to ROCETS Nomanclalure
o Outside Code Becomes
AOperatlonal In ROCETS by
ddlng "rids Interface
o "Comment Cards'* So Module
Can Independently Operate
(Oecoupled From ROCETS If
Required)
ROCETS NTR REACTOR MODULE
Fluid Thermodynamic Model
Reactor Module Input
• Propellant inlet conditions
• Propellant flow rate
• Desired exit temperature
• Calculated radial and axial
power profiles
• Fuel element geometry
Reactor Module Output
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ROCETS NTR TURBOMACHINERY MODULE
Hardware Modeling and Clean-Sheet Design Capability
Turbopump Module
• Sets speed based on Nss
• Determines power and size
for requested hesddse
• Calculates efficiency and
pump design parameters
Turbine Module
• Determines size and ex#
conditions for required power
• Umits wheel speed to stay
within stress limits
• Calculates eMclency and
turbine design parameters
ROCETS NTR NOZZLE PERFORMANCE MODULE
2-DK with Finite Rate Chemistry and Boundary Layer Analysis
Determines Delivered Nozzle Performace and Contours
Ior Both High and Low Pressure Concepts
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DETAILED REACTOR ANALYSIS CONDUCTED
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TFS PREDICTED FLOW DITRIBUTION
CFD Benchmarks Reactor Engineering Module
PREDICTED REACTOR POWER PROFILES
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TURBINE BYPASS IMPACT ON SYSTEM
Cycle Impact on Component Design
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ROCETS NTR ENGINE SIMULATION SUMMARY
• NTR Engine Simulation Computational Models In-Place
• NTR Simulation is Flexible
• Permits Great Level of Detail
• Permits Incorporation of Test Data
• Open Architecture Allows Continual Model Enhancements
• Permits Parametric NTR System Optimization
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TURBINE BYPASS IMPACT ON SYSTEM
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ROCETS NTR ENGINE SIMULATION SUMMARY
• NTR Engine Simulation Computational Models In-Place
• NTR Simulation is Flexible
• Permits Great Level of Detail
• Permits Incorporation of Test Data
• Open Architecture Allows Continual Model Enhancements
• Permits Parametric NTR System OpUmization
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